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Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012 1Video observations of the 2011 Draonidsby the all-sky amera AMOSJuraj Tóth, �tefan Gajdo², Jozef Világi, Pavol Zigo, Du²an Kalman£ok,Franti²ek �uri², and Leonard Korno²Faulty of Mathematis, Physis and Informatis,Comenius University, Bratislava, Slovakiatoth�fmph.uniba.skOur ontribution to the 2011 Draonids ampaign by using the all-sky amera AMOS of the SlovakVideo Meteor Network (SVMN) is presented. The ground-based observations were performed inooperation with the Central European Meteor Network (CEMeNt), the Polish Fireball Network(PFN) and the Italian Meteor and TLE Network (IMTN). The airborne observations were performedin ooperation with the Astronomial Institute of the Czeh Aademy of Sienes and the DeutshesZentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt, Germany, within the EUFAR program. The proessing of thedata obtained by the AMOS amera during the Airborne DLR expedition is desribed.1 IntrodutionThe observational ampaign set up for the 2011 Dra-onids 2011 led to a broad international ooperation.We took part in both the ground-based and the air-borne expeditions. The main equipment we used wasthe AMOS amera (All Sky Meteor Orbit System), de-veloped and onstruted at the Astronomial and Geo-physial Observatory of the Comenius University, lo-ated in Modra (Zigo et al., 2013).2 Ground-based observationsDue to unertain weather ondition in Central Europe,several groups of observers moved their equipment tonorthern Italy. Members of the Slovak Video MeteorNetwork (SVMN�Comenius University Bratislava) setup double-station observations together with observersof the Central European Meteor Network (CEMeNt�amateur network onsisting of several observers in theCzeh and Slovak Republis).The observations were performed by one SVMN all-skyvideo amera AMOS and by three video ameras of theCEMeNt network. The equipment has been desribedby Tóth et al. (2011a; 2011b). The �rst station wasloated near the town of Bettola (observers �tefan Gaj-do², Roman Pi�, and Jozef Világi), and the seondone lose to the village of Cavandola (observers JakubKoukal, Martin Popek and Sylvie Gorková), 71 km tothe south-east from the �rst station. Independently,double-station video observations were set up by mem-bers of the Polish Fireball Network (PFN), at Nogaraand lose to the town of Bettolino di Novellara, 39 kmto the south-west from Nogara. The loal stations ofthe Italian Meteor and TLE Network (IMTN) were lo-ated at the site of the Cuneo Ass. Astro�li Bisalta, atFanano (Modena), Contigliano (Rieti), Tortoreto (Ter-amo), and Ferrara. In total, 9 stations with 14 ameraspartiipated in this joined ampaign. The on�gurationof the stations is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 � Loation of the ground-based video meteor sta-tions of SVMN, CEMeNt, PFN, and IMTN in northern Italyduring the 2011 Draonids ampaign.Video signal from most ameras were deteted with theUFOCapture software (SonotaCo, 2009). The meteordata had been analyzed by eah experiened observerwith UFOAnalyzer (SonotaCo, 2009). The data fromtwo Polish stations were reorded and analyzed usingthe MetRe software (Molau, 1999). These data werelater onverted to the UFOOrbit format.Sixty-two meteors were identi�ed as Draonids simul-taneously observed by video tehniques in the time in-terval from 17h56m to 23h22m UT on Otober 8. Theelevation of the Draonid's radiant hanged from 68◦ to
29◦ during the observation. The ground projetion ofthe individual meteor trails as seen by the multi-stationobservations is depited in Figure 2. After the preiseredution and inspetion, 43 Draonids with su�ientpreision were seleted. Next, 19 possible Draonidswere exluded due to a too small onvergene angle orto a too small number of measured meteor positionsor other geometrial and astrometrial onerns whihould have led to a large trajetory unertainty. As anillustration, several helioentri orbits projeted ontothe elipti plane are shown in Figure 3.
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2 Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012Table 1 � Mean values of orbital elements, geoentri radiants, and their standard deviations of 43 Draonid meteors,observed on Otober 8-9, 2011. For omparison, the orbit of the parent omet 21P/Giaobini-Zinner (JPL), numeriallyintegrated to the epoh of observation is also presented.
a q e i ω Ω α δ(AU) (AU)Mean value 3.58 0.996 0.720 31 .◦70 173 .◦51 194 .◦944�195 .◦167 263 .◦25 +55 .◦61St. dev. 0.29 0.001 0.023 0 .◦34 1 .◦10 1 .◦47 1 .◦00Comet 3.52 1.032 0.707 31 .◦91 172 .◦57 195 .◦403 263 .◦20 +55 .◦80

Figure 2 � Ground projetion of the deteted Draonid trailsover northern Italy.

Figure 3 � Multi-station orbits of Draonids 2011 detetedby 9 video stations in northen Italy. The largest irle is theorbit of Jupiter. The orbits are projeted onto the eliptiplane. The diretion to the vernal equinox is to the right.Due to strong fragmentation, the measurement of me-teoroid veloities is problemati and ould be deter-mined only with large unertainties. Therefore, follow-ing Borovi£ka et al. (2007) and Koten et al. (2007), weassumed the initial veloity of the Draonids to be 23.57km/s. The preliminary mean orbit and geoentri ra-diant are in Table 1, but a more detailed analysis isneeded, and the orresponding results will be publishedlater.

3 Airborne expeditionJuraj Tóth took part in the airborne observation aboardthe DLR Falon airraft.Before the �ight, the expeted �rst peak was overedfrom Kiruna airport using the all-sky amera AMOSduring the time interval 17h00m�18h28m UT. In total,16 Draonids and 5 sporadi meteors were reorded.The searh for any seond-station observation of thesemeteors in the Swedish ALIS ameras of Aurora Re-searh brought no positive math (Pellinen-Wannberg,2012).We obtained the upper �at window in the plane, so itwas possible to use a wide �eld of view for the AMOSamera (Figure 4). The observations from the air wereperformed from 19h15m to 21h44m UT. Due to tehni-al problems, a blakout ourred between 20h12m and
20h28m UT.

Figure 4 � Upper window of the DLR Falon plane. TheAMOS amera is on the left.It was not possible to detet meteors using UFOCap-ture beause of light turbulene whih aused the skybakground to move during the �ight. Therefore, twominutes ontinuous reordswith short breakswere takento save eah one. Also, the quality of the video bak-ground varied onsiderably with time. Sine the AMOSalso ontains the image intensi�er, the amount of noisewas notieably inreased, espeially after 20h00m UT,when the aurora started.Detetions of meteors in reorded lips were performedmanually beause of the high bakground level men-tioned above. After that, a short lip ontaining onlya part surrounding a meteor was reated for every de-teted meteor by using Boilsoft Video Splitter1.1http://www.boilsoft.om/videosplitter/.
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Proeedings of the IMC, La Palma, 2012 3To perform the astrometry with UFOAnalyzer (UA),a staked image was reated for eah meteor. In asethe airplane moved during the short lip, we have ut asingle frame from the lip with the VirtualDub soft-ware2. The position of the plane amera for the atuallymeasured meteor was available from GPS data3. Asthe data were obtained by the all-sky system, the UAastrometri output was orreted for preession, nuta-tion, and aberration. A orretion for refration wasnot needed. The data are prepared for being ombinedwith the airborne observations from the Frenh Sa�reairraft (CNRS) and to ompute orbits.The �rst result we an present is that more than 250Draonids with brightness ranging from magnitudes −3to +3 were reorded with the AMOS amera of SVMN.The ativity pro�le is shown in Figure 5, but due tostrong aurora phenomenae, mainly after 21h UT, thegraph is not representative for the real shower ativity,as many faint meteors might have been missed. Nev-ertheless, it is obvious that Draonids ativity was de-reasing at that time. The omposite image of the 2011Draonids obtained by AMOS aboard the DLR airrafton Otober 8 is presented in Figure 6.

Figure 5 � The ativity pro�le of Draonids 2011 obtainedby AMOS aboard the DLR airraft on Otober 8.AknowledgementsThe work was supported by the grantsVEGA1/0636/09and APVV-0516-10 grant, and by the grant of JozefKla£ka. We greatly appreiate the help of professionaland amateur astronomers who provided the video obser-vations and data analysis. We also appreiate a broadinternational ooperation and smooth data sharing.ReferenesBorovi£ka J., Spurný P., and Koten P. (2007). �At-mospheri deeleration and light urves of Dra-
2http://www.virtualdub.org/.3Flight level of about 11 300 m.

Figure 6 � Composite image of the 2011 Draonids obtainedby AMOS aboard the DLR airraft on Otober 8. The brightlight at the top is the Full Moon.onid meteors and impliations for the struture ofometary dust�. Astron. Astrophys., 473, 661�672.Koten P., Borovi£ka J., Spurný P., and �tork R. (2007).�Optial observations of enhaned ativity of the2005 Draonid meteor shower�. Astron. Astrophys.,466, 729�735.Molau S. (1999). �The meteor detetion software Met-Re�. In Arlt R. and Knoefel A., editors, Proeed-ings of the International Meteor Conferene, StaráLesná, August 20�23, 1998, IMO, pages 9�16.Pellinen-Wannberg A. (2012). Personal ommuniation.SonotaCo (2009). �A meteor shower atalog based onvideo observations in 2007�2008�. WGN, Journalof the IMO, 37, 55�62.Tóth J., Korno² L., Vere² P., �ilha J., Kalman£ok D.,Zigo P., and Világi J. (2011a). �All-sky video orbitsof Lyrids 2009�. Publ. Astron. So. Japan, 63, 331�334.Tóth J., Vere² P., Korno² L., Pi� R., Koukal J., Gaj-do² �., Majhrovi£ I., Zigo P., Zima M., Világi J.,and Kalman£ok D. (2011b). �Video observation ofGeminids 2010 and Quadrantids 2011 by SVMNand CEMeNt�. WGN, Journal of the IMO, 39,34�38.Zigo P., Tóth J., and Kalman£ok D. (2013). �All SkyMeteor Orbit System (AMOS)�. In Gyssens M. andRoggemans P., editors, Proeedings of the Inter-national Meteor Conferene, La Palma, September20�22, 2012, IMO, pages ??�??.


